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Creturner Group reaches deal with hardware 
manufacturer
Creturner's digital arm has reached a settlement with a hardware manufacturer to replace its 
hardware with the latest generation

Creturner's HPC (High Performance Computing) has been affected this spring by the fact that the 
modern hardware has been affected by hardware problems. In short, the performance has been 
affected in a detrimental way when various workloads are to be completed and started up again. 
After an extensive dialogue, an agreement has been reached whereby the company will replace 
its machinery with the latest generation. This ultimately means a significant performance 
improvement and extended service life. The dialogue has been intensive and closely involved the 
British partners who will now jointly ensure that function is obtained. The upgrade will be 
implemented during the summer.
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About Creturner Group
Creturner Group AB is a group with two business areas in environmental technology.
The digital part is a technical computing business that is expanding to strengthen the long-term 
potential and create a presence in the rapidly growing market for computing capacity. The 
company has its own facilities in Sweden with its own energy production to reduce raw material 
costs and environmental impact.
The environmental technology arm offers corporate customers an effective and permanent 
method of carbon offsetting their operations. The method is based on CDR (Carbon Dioxide 
Removal), which involves converting residual biomass into the element carbon and depositing it to 
reduce the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere. Corporate customers of Creturner can then 
purchase carbon offsets in the same way that carbon offsets are traditionally purchased, for 
example by planting trees. Unlike tree planting, Creturner's approach is immediate, permanent 
and clearly measurable
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